
1. Introduction

As a topic of cultural heritage chemistry, in recent years, manuscript
analysis has received increasing attention and support from institutions
and scientists of diverse disciplines who brought their specific know-
how in order to enlighten many fields of action such as recovering lost
writing, image analysis of visualmanuscript features, analysis ofwriting
materials, and cutting edge techniques. Particularly, non-invasive, non-
destructive or micro-destructive surface analytical techniques [1,2]
were specifically developed to achieve diagnostic information on
ancient paper of historical and archaeological meaning. Analytical tech-
niques able to detect organic or inorganic elements/groups/compounds

are useful in this field, especially in view of determinations regarding
the metal-gall inks (iron or copper cations mainly used) [3] widely
employed for centuries in ancient manuscripts and drawings of the
western civilisation. Iron-gall inks (henceforth: IGIs) are currently well
known to influence the structure of humidity and acid-sensitive cellu-
lose fibres in a specificway, causing optical andmechanical degradation
of the paper. This process is known as iron-gall ink corrosion. Further-
more, frequently ancient paper develops brown spots of various natures
which constitute a widely studied [4–6] condition of degradation
commonly referred as foxing. Metal ions (mainly, iron ions) and micro-
organisms have been considered the main causes of foxing, although
other substances (organic) and chemical phenomenon (as hydrolysis
or oxidation)have been invoked [6]. Age-related foxing stains in vintage
paper were attributed to both chemical and biological (as fungi) causes,
although causes of foxing are neither well nor fully clarified yet. Apart
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This paper aims to identify causes and processes of an undesired age-related optical phenomenon in which two

corrosion, but the unforeseen preventive agent.
this is a novel, interesting and surprising case of the reverse, in which the ink itself is not the cause of the

c research on metal-gall ink corrosionfield of scientific but still unknown interaction. In thefiway of a speci
barrier to the migration or, as a second hypothesis, it is able to withhold the mobile organic compounds by

folio written with the iron-gall ink: this ink acts as a physicalrectocorrespondence with the areas of the green
pages. The browning process is only hindered in sharpversoto whiterectoand/or hemicelluloses) from green

hypothesise the migration of oxidised brown low molecular weight extra-cellulose compounds (from lignin
information on both diagnostic inorganic and organic components. By way of our chemical model we can

ectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy) techniques were used to achieveflATR (attenuated total re
uorescence spectroscopy) and FT-IRfl, is clearly evidenced. Micro-XRF (micro-X-raynegative mirror effectcall

the adjacent surface, where a mirror image appears. A particular type of mirror effect, which we propose to
the white one, except for inked areas. The manuscript black lines of the lignin-containing page seem to protect
was handwritten using iron-gall ink. The green page induces a strong browning effect on the contact side of

kinds of paper – a white paper and a green one – and an iron-gall ink are involved togetherwith unavoidable en
vironmental agents. Documents under examination are dated 1893 and come from the Trieste cadastral system
archive (Ufficio del catasto tavolare di Trieste). The green paper, with a high content of lignin and kaolin is a pre
printed payment order used in accounting operations and it is adjacent to a white lignin-free paper. Diffused
brown stains appear on the white paper mainly from being in prolonged contact with the green one which
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